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Based on the real space Correlated-Basis-Functions theory and the collective oscillation
behaviour of the electron gas with effective Coulomb interaction, the many -body wave function
is obtained for the quasi-two-dimensional electron system in the semiconductor inversion layer.
The pair correlation function and the correlation energy of the system have been calculated by the
integro-diffcrential method in this paper. The comparison with the other previous theoretical results
is also made. The new theoretical approach and its numerical results show that the pair--corrclation
functions ;irc definitely positive and satisfy the normalization condition,
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Introduction

is just the inverse of the golden mean,

In the past few years, many scientists have been much interested in the
area of the physics of quasi-auperlattice1""*. This is because since the experimental observation of icosahedral symmetry in quenched Al-Mn alloy6,
the wealthy fascinating physical information has been revealed both experimentally and theoretically for the quasiperiod systems. In our recent paper 7
(hereafter referred to as paper I), a newly transfer-matrix method, which was
first presented by Xue and Tsai 8 and was later developed by Feng et oi. 9|1 °,
was used for the calculation of the reflectivity of TE waveB off a metallic Fibonacci quasi-Buperlattice (MFQSL). The very interesting phenomenon we
found is that for the case of the S-polarized soft X-rays and extreme ultraviolet, the reflecting spectrum pattern has the self-similar properties around
the numerous scaling points with th« increasing of the generation number.
Besides, we found that due to the remodelling of the reflection curves as a
function of frequency, some new peaks move to the higher frequency positions, which stimulate interest in the study and making of soft X-rays and
extreme ultraviolet reflectors. The imperfection Of paper I is that when
the electron system in the MFQSL is considered as an idea) plasma liquid,
the effect of retardation on the reflection has been neglected, therefore the
numerical results could not predict the real case quantitatively. In this paper, we will prove the previous theory by including the retardation effect
to the MFQSL system. For the details of the model structure of MFQSL
system and relevant parameters, please refer to paper I and Ref. [2|.
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To obtain the reflectivty for the S-polarized soft X-rays and extreme
ultraviolet, we start from the general TE wave equation 7 for the MFQSL
system,

^

+ [( W /c) 3 ,(w)-^]£; tf =O,

(3)

where q is a common x component wave vector, as a function of the incident
angle 9, we have
q = (<J/C) sin 9.

(4)

In paper I, the dielectric function e(w) in Bq.{3) is approximated in the form
for the ideal case,
«.(«)= 1 - ^ .

(5)

To take account of the retardation effect on the reflection, we choose the
model dielectric function in the form of Drude local dielectric function for
the MFQSL system,

tB{u) = l-

2f...

(6)

where r is the electric relaxation time in the metal layers.
We note that all the self-contained equations and the transfer- matrices
driven by paper I are still available for the present calculation except for the
wave vector in the metallic layers is changed to the complex form,

General formalism for the reflectivity

(7)

The system of MFQSL is generated by two elementary seeds, blocks L
and B, mapping the mathematical rule in the Fibonacci sequence, i.e.,

(8)
(1)

5, =

(9)

The Block L in this case is composed of metal A of thickness d\ and metal
B of thickness dsL, while for the block 5 , the only difference compared with
the block /, is that the metal B in block S is of the shorter thickness dss. As
adopted in Paper I, the ratio of the thickness of the two elementary blocks

(10)

(11)
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where
ko - (o;/c)cosff

ur|, = ijAitn^/m,

(12)

and fi runs from A to B for the two different electron densities n^ and rtg
in the metallic multilayers. The transfer-matrices of the MFQSL system, as
a consequence, alao become the complex ones. Following the way presented
in Paper I and through directly mathematical calculation, we finally obtain
the reflectivity for the nth generation MFQSL as follows,

R=W\\

(13)
(14)

= exp{i2kAdA)[wji{kB

+ *o) +

- **>)].

(15)

where uiy denotes the element of the matrix W, which is defined as
when n =odd number
when n —even number.

]•{

(17)

Here
(18)

Xp =
J

ikf,exp(- ikp d^)

- i fc

Kji

.),

(19)

and the nth order transfer-matrix Cn is generated in the manner of the
Fibonacci sequence,
CV^CVJC-S,

(20)

with the two initial generating seeds, which ia corresponding to the two
elementary units of the metallic multilayers, as defined in paper I,
Co =

MBSMA

C\ — MBLMA,

- sin k^dp/
COB kf,d^

(21)
(22)
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Numerical results and conclusions

In order to compare with the previous theoretical results, we take the
same relevant parameters as in paper I. We still choose the thicknesses of
the metal layers as d^ = 100A, and dsL — 200A. For the metallic electron
densities, we take n^ = 8.63 x 10 23 cni~ s and TIB = 18.1 x 10 I3 crn~ 3 . In
the frequency range from 0.75cjri? to 2.75w/.B, we plotted the two calculated
reflectance curves for the normal incidence as shown in Fig. 1. The curve
(b) for the case of r = 100/av, and the curve (a) is for the limiting case,
in which the effect of the retardation is neglected, which is just the same as Ihe
case of Paper I.
From our numerical results, we find that when the retardation is taken
into consideration, the maxima of the reflection are reduced monotonously.
The self-similar pattern of the curves is thus restrained strongly with the
increasing of the generation number in the low frequency range. This can
be easily understood, for we know that when let the electric relaxation time
r approach infinity, which means there is no damping in the system, all
of the metal layers will give the contributions to the phase superposition
in the manner of reflection, which enhances the self-similarity. But when
r is introduced into the dielectric function, the consequent damping effect
restricts the reflecting contribution from the metal layers far from the surface
of the MFQSL. So while we increase the generation number, which means
adding more metal layers, the fine structure of the self-similar pattern of
the reflectivity will gradually disappear at the ideal scaling points due to the
limiting contribution from the extra-layers.
Fortunately, we find that for the high frequency region or for the grazing incidence, the effect of retardation can be ignored due to the form of
dielectric function we ChOOSO. This is also true in the real experiments. Fig.
2 shows the rescaled reflectance curves for the three generation number,

n ~9, 12 and 15 around an incident angle 80.35", which shows that the selfsimilarity still exists for the large incident angles. From our present theoretical calculations, we find that for the finite generation numbers (n < 18),
the six-circle property 3 ' 4 around the fixed points for the reflectivities is approximately of the following form,
(9 - $0)\ - Rn{6 - 9a).

(23)

This equation suggests a simple way to test the predicted scaling results.

As the reflectivity for the grazing incidence of higher frequency will be
only slightly affected by the effect of the retardation, the aperiodic design of
MFQSL is a stimulating way to enhance the reflectivities for the soft X-rays
and extreme ultraviolet.
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Fig.1. llrflcctivitiiis for norma! incidence on the 9th generation MFQSL
with 110 motal layers. w r o = 2.4 x l O 1 8 * " 1 , ^ = 100A and dBL -.
200A. The upper figure demonstrates the ideal case without the retardation I'flect.
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Fig.2. Reflectivities of the grazing incidence on the three generation MFQSL
systems SQ,SM and Si 6 for the incident wave length \ = (JOA- The
other relevant parameters are the same as in Fig.1.

